BABY GAMES

BABY GOES TO THE DOCTOR

Dress baby up for a trip to the Doctor for a physical examination! Take your toddler to the nursery and swaddle him tightly in thick, thirsty night diapers and pull on rubber panties over his diapers. Dress him up in his regular street clothes and take him down to the Doctor for his annual appointment for a physical exam. Make sure he drinks several glasses of water and be sure his diapers are damp before he goes. Pity! Pity! The poor boy may have a "definite diaper line" under his trousers and bulge in the front and back. But such is the way babies look! When he disrobes in front of the Doctor or Nurse he'll have to explain that he's incontinent and has to wear diapers and rubber pants like a baby to stay dry in public! Just imagine the embarrassment and shame he'll feel showing off his rubber baby pants and diapers to the nurse and Doctor. He'll have to take down his rubber pants and unpin his damp diapers during the exam. How shamed he'll be!

THE LAYERED DIAPER

On a weekend when baby wakes up in the morning with wet diapers, just peel down his rubber panties and pin on several dry diapers over the wet ones and replace his rubber pants. Do this all day and well into the afternoon and by then he'll be so swaddled in wet diapers he won't be able to walk. Keep him in his crib all day with plenty of fluids and possibly laxatives. Baby will soon be crying and begging for dry diapers! Don't forget to use a rubber sheet.

LUMPY DIAPERS

Prepare a large, soft soap stick and when you dry diaper your baby insert this soap stick deeply into his rosebud and immediately pin him into thick, dry diapers and a proper rubber panty. Tie his hands to the crib sides and let him helplessly mess his diapers. Leave him in them for 2-3 hours before change.

"TINKY" DIAPERS

Collect a diaper pail full of baby's wet diapers: Instead of washing them put them in the dryer and dry them thoroughly. Then use those dry diapers on him with a good pair of rubber pants over them. Soon baby will be "Tinky" and smelling like a real wet baby. Take him out to a show or dinner this way. Give him a lot of public exposure such as a bus ride. People will soon notice he smells like a wet baby.